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Scene 1.
We begin in Arborlon where we find Amerble (locked away
in her room) sketching what appears to be a
winged-demon. During this scene Lauren (a male Elvin
character who appears to Amerble’s romantic partner)
enters the room and the text reveals at least one piece of
useful world building information:

That much of the truth surrounding the Ellcrys, Demons,
the Forbidding, and Magic more generally, has fallen into
Elven folklore.

Further, that if Magic were real at some point in the
history, that it too would have died out with the last of the
Druids.

Scene 2.
We then find ourselves back in Shady Vale where Wil and
Flick Ohmsford are debating if Wil should be leaving the
Vale (to become a healer) so shortly after losing his
mother.

It is clear from the text that Flick has seen evils far beyond
those which he mentions to Wil. Flick also appears to
know that Wil isn’t as ready for the world outside Shady
Vale as he thinks he is.

Scene 3.

Amerble is attending a rather lavish Elvin party to
celebrate The Chosen. Featuring some more interactions
between her and her uncle Ander.
We also meet at-a-distance ‘Commander Tilton’ (a
commander in the Elvyn army, Anders former lover, and
from the text we can assume, Arion’s current partner). Her
role is expanded in upcoming episodes.

Readers Note 1. in the party scene where Amberle is
wearing the stunning dress, and where Lauren says she
looks
Quote “Absolutely Amazing” Unquote, it is clear that the
Shannara Chronicles Amerble is both striking and elegant.
In ‘Elfstones of Shannara’ though, there is little reference
to Amerble’s physical beauty, she is more often described
as having youthful features.
End Readers Note 1.
The pivotal moment in this scene is when Amerble is once
again called by the Ellcrys, this time she is called to the
The Sanctuary.

Scene 4.

The next scene sees Amerble alone in front of the Ellcrys
and she approaches and touches the tree. Amberle is
again shown images that feel like the future (this time of
Amerble herself killing Lauren inside of the Sanctuary).
We then cut back to The Sanctuary and Lauren is now
standing behind Amerble and starts questioning her as to
why she left the party and why she is out here alone?

Readers Note 2. in the ‘Elfstones of Shannara’ Lauren is a
member of The Chosen, and just like in the Shannara
Chronicles he becomes uniquely aware of Amerble’s
connection to the Ellcrys. In ‘Elftones’ there is no mention
of a romantic connection between the two characters.
End Readers Note 2.

Back in the Garden of Life Amerble is forcing herself away
from Lauren and pleading with him to let her leave
Arborlon, for his own safety, he must let her go. She then
describes seeing Lauren’s death, and her killing him.
She then knocks Lauren out with the butt of his own
sword.

Scene 5.

A rain soaked scene featuring a drenched Wil Ohmsford
riding his horse along what appears to be the remains of a
raised motorway. At the last moment Wil notices that a
massive piece of the road has fallen away and brings his
mount to a stop
Quote “Well, so much for my shortcut.” ~ Unquote
We then see Wil moving slowly along an ankle deep
stream at the bottom of a shallow valley, somewhat

oblivious to the to the symbols that spell a warning, this
area is far from safe.

Wil is suddenly taken out by a crude looking bolas, that
wraps around his neck and alarms his horse. He is then
thrown off and crashes hard into the shallow water.
Wil then comes face-to-face with giant nightmarish
creature covered in heavy leathers, and brandishing a
large blade.

At the last moment, just as the creature was about to bring
down its massive blade, the creature is taken out by a
precious knife strike - the thrower of that knife is the
beautiful yet obviously dangerous Eretria.

Personal Note from Your Podcast Host (@joshuacliston)

From the first moment I saw “Ivana Baquero” in the role as
Eretria, I realised that the showrunners had perfectly cast
one of the most interesting yet complex characters from
Elfstones. Everything from her obvious beauty to her
unique dress and her self assured attitude toward Wil - it’s
like they plucked Eretria right off the pages of my copy of
Brooks’ Elfstones…
Now back to your regularly scheduled programming.
In this quick scene we discover that Wil was unknowingly
travelling through Troll Country, proving that he really
didn’t know a whole lot about the world outside of Shadey
Vale, just like his Uncle Flick had warned earlier in the
text.
We also see that Eretria is not only fiercely independent,
but she also accustomed to her circumstances and the
violence of that world she (and now Wil) occupy.

The scene ends with Wil chasing after Eretria as she
quickly exits the Troll hunting grounds.
Scene 6.

Back in the Sanctuary at Aborlon, Lauren approaches and
lays a hand on the Ellcrys. Lauren appears to be looking
for answers, trying to make sense of Amberle’s confusing
words and actions. He is searching for some clues as to
why she felt she needed to leave Arborlon.
Lauren is then approached by Price Ander, who rushes
Lauren and takes him by the throat accusing him of being
the Quote “Prime Suspect” Unquote.
Lauren then comes clean about Amberle and the visions
she claimed The Ellcrys had shown to her. Ander is clearly
skeptical, but Lauren manages to convince the Prince to
let him go, and for the time being, allow him his freedom.

Scene 7.

Our next scene shows Amberle somewhere in the wild
standing atop a giant Griffin-esque statue. We can see
that Amerble is holding a map with Wing Hove as her
apparent destination.

Scene 8.

Wil and Eretria are riding her horse together through a
semi-open forest. Wil is pointing out the remains of ancient
machines (in this case the skeleton of a small helicopter).

Quoting Wil. Quote “What do you think that was?”
Unquote
To which we gain some real insight into Eretria and her
current world view ... she replies
Quote “Don’t Know, Don’t Care” Unquote
Thanks for reading! Check out
http://ShannaraWorld.com for even more episodes,
transcripts and Shannara goodness!

